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H. LEE
Evaluation of Instruction Program Report

 

22W: COMPTNG 16A LEC 4: PYTHON-APPLICATNS I
No. of responses = 36

Enrollment = 59
Response Rate = 61.02%

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

How would you rate your instructor as
an effective teacher?

1.1)
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How would you rate the availability
and helpfulness of your instructor
outside of the classroom?
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av.=8.91
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dev.=0.28
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What is your rating of this course
independent of the effectiveness of
the instructor?

1.3)
ExcellentFailing n=36

av.=8.47
md=9
dev.=1.03
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2. Comments:2. Comments:

Please use the space provided for any comments you wish to make which are pertinent to the
educational process.  These may include all aspects of the course: teaching, examinations, grading,
textbook, etc.

2.1)

-teaching was great, sometimes a little fast-paced, but all lectures were recorded and uploaded which
was very helpful!!!!
-homeworks were extremely difficult but campuswire was helpful and prof was quick to respond and
make adjustments if needed
 -midterm was a bit unfair, grading was harsh, took me 14 hours even though it was designed to take 1
hour
-overall, enjoyed the course but super super super super nervous for the final, don't feel confident if it is
going to be anything like the midterm

.

Great lecturer. I felt confident in my knowledge and success throughout the course because Harlin is
always very helpful and puts systems in place so that students can help each other (campuswire).

Great professor all around, super easy to understand and talked about interesting and relevant topics.

Great professor! Very understanding of student needs. I learned more in this class than any other class
I've taken

Harlin has been very patient and thorough with explaining the course material. She always followed up
with any questions that a student had and ensured that no one fell behind. She created an environment
where I felt like learning was more important rather than the grade. The deadlines and the grading
scheme was generous. It has been a pleasure having her as an instructor for the quarter.
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Harlin is a great instructor. I learn a lot and enjoy the course very much.

Harlin is amazing!!! She explains the course concepts in such a clear way that even a beginner to
coding like myself could follow along. The assignments were all extremely interesting and helped
advance the skills taught in lecture with every assignment. If only the 16B class next quarter had more
spots open, I would absolutely love to take another class taught by Harlin! 100/10 stars

Harlin was an excellent professor and I'm sad that I won't be taking PIC 16B because I'd love to have
her again next quarter. The structure of the lectures were more effective than other coding classes I've
taken in the past. Also, I found the weekly quizzes to be really helpful with solidifying my understanding
of course concepts. Overall Harlin was a really helpful and approachable professor and I'll miss being
her student.

Harlin's lecture we always clear and provided may examples on the topic that we where learning. I really
appreciate her consideration and accommodations during this quarter due to the stress of events
outside of class; it made the class more enjoyable and was able to concentrate more effectively on the
material taught. Harlin is alway willing to help and answers questions which made the class more
engaging.

Harlin's material and lecture are really clear and easy to follow. She is very thoughtful and care about
the students.  Harlin provides us with lots of opportunities to improve our grade. She is also very
approachable and patient during the office hour, always willing to help you. Really Love her and
recommend to take her pic16a and pic16b(though I haven't taken this course)

I loved this class! Like other coding classes, this class was hands-on and gave me the opportunity to
apply my skills. I liked the pace of the class, the material covered (e.g. NLP, ML, classes), and the
format of lectures and discussions. I enjoyed the homework because it kind of felt like figuring out real-
life problems. I thought it was smart that the discussion group was also your project group, so you
already were comfortable interacting with each other. The workload, between the homework, discussion
worksheets, and quizzes, was a bit more than I expected, and I could see how this could be stressful for
someone taking like at least 19 units. But, I appreciated that the discussion worksheets were graded on
completion and the quizzes had multiple tries. I personally didn't think the midterm was that challenging.
I like that the group project allowed us to control the topic and complexity.
Normally, I don't feel super comfortable going to office hours or asking professors for help, but this
professor was very approachable and mindful of the students' feelings. She was patient when
answering questions both in person and on Campuswire. It was clear that she was passionate about
teaching us. I would literally take any class taught by this professor. Also, as a female student, I
appreciate when my professors are female, especially since it's less common in STEM.

I think the material of this course was interesting and engaging, however, Harlin's instruction played a
huge role in my positive experience with this course. This class was so well-balanced in so many
aspects. It breached potentially intimidating and confusing concepts in an approachable way that made
me excited to know more. The assignments for this class demanded understanding of the material, but
there were resources of all kinds which allowed students to be prepared to complete them, rather than
just get by without actually learning, or alternatively, feeling stressed or overwhelmed in order to reach
that point of understanding. I felt like Harlin's personality was so welcoming in such a natural way. She
did not force interactions or collaboration, but encouraged it by being friendly, approachable, attentive,
and communicative. Another thing I really appreciate about Harlin's teaching style is that she is
extremely humble about being so intelligent. Whereas some professors preach their accolades, but
aren't very effective in helping students through confusion, Harlin answers every concern with a detailed
explanation of something that could aid the student's understanding. This not only exemplified her own
qualifications of what she is teaching and her undeniable excitement for it, but spoke to her skills as an
instructor too.

I thought that the instructor taught well and the content was interesting. Also, the discussions were
structured well and gave us great opportunities to implement our learning. However, it became difficult
to keep up towards the end of the quarter and it was much harder for me to complete homework and
quizzes because of my struggles understanding, but I don't think that was the fault of the instructor.
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I wish that I could take every PIC class with Harlin because not only did she make it so enjoyable, but
created a space where it was welcoming but also provided the challenge that I needed to push myself in
this subject. I love Harlin's teaching style and methods overall and feel like her connection to her
students is unmatched. I will seriously miss this class and will definitely be recommending her to the
department for an award/recognition because she carried us through this quarter. I have talked to many
students that said that this was the one class that they did not dread going to.

Prof. Harlin Lee has been one of the best professors I've had at UCLA, and the only reason I am not
taking her for PIC 16B is that the class filled up so quickly! She taught the material well, conducted the
class flawlessly, and every interaction I had with her was positive. Give this woman a raise!!

Strengths: - keeps class fun - gives a massive amount of resources - is understanding and extends
deadlines when terrible things happen - knows material well - willing to answer all questions - uses
Campuswire to help students stay engaged - gives us a LOT of flexibility on our project so it feels more
personalized and our own product --- super fun professor, thank you for everything!
Weaknesses: {} a.k.a. none

Teaching kept me very engaged throughout the quarter. Grading was very fair and rubrics were made
very clear. Exams were fair. Homework assignments definitely helped prepare for the exams. Overall, I
thoroughly enjoyed the class :)

Thank you Harlin for a great quarter!! I definitely struggled in this class and a few tears were shed but
overall I'm really glad I took this class with you. Whether or not I end up taking PIC16B with you or not, I
hope that I can keep practicing these skills because they're really cool and useful.

Thank Puppycat for her guest appearances, she should make more. :OOO I think that would make the
ratings for this class hit 3000%.

The instructor really makes this course an excellent one!

The instructor was extremely accomodatting which was helpful given that we were online for the first
few weeks. A lot of course decisions came down to doing a poll with students which showed how
catering it was to students. The instructor was also efficient with time and clear during lectures.

This class was perfect for my learning. Although some concepts could be confusing, there was always
adequate time to complete homework and there were many opportunities to ask for help. The professor
was very approachable and made lecture engaging and easy to follow. Also, the extensions on work
that were given to us and the fact that ample time was always given to us to complete assignments and
demonstrate our understanding show that the professor really cares about her student's learning.

This course was super fun! It was the first time that I found homework enjoyable, as the topics chosen
by Harlin were interesting and really cool. The teaching materials were also intriguing and I learn A LOT
from this course. As for grading schemes and exam policies, they were really lenient and wise. I always
felt that coding shouldn't be done under time pressure, and I was so happy when I knew that the exams
were 24-hours. Since there's not much pressure for getting a good grade, I was able to truly dived into
learning, thinking, and asking questions. In addition, I'm so grateful that the project I did in this course
could be added into my resume.

If Harlin's reading my comment, I just wanna say that you are an amazing teacher and I truly enjoyed
your teaching. Thank you for sharing your thoughtful insights with me and taking all my questions
seriously! It was such a pity that I couldn't enroll your pic16B the next quarter. I hope I could be your
student again or mentee at some day in the future!

You're my new favorite professor. I know I probably didn't interact with you much, but compared to other
instructors I can't say how much I appreciate you and your teaching methods. Especially in a coding
class, practice is key, so having all the enrichment to make sure we were understanding the material
and were able to see what we struggled with was great. You were also so accommodating and made it
so easy to approach you with any questions or concerns.
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Profile
Subunit: MATH
Name of the instructor: H. LEE
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

22W: COMPTNG 16A LEC 4: PYTHON-APPLICATNS I

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

1.1) How would you rate your instructor as an effective
teacher?

Failing Excellent
n=36 av.=8.78

1.2) How would you rate the availability and helpfulness
of your instructor outside of the classroom?

Failing Excellent
n=35 av.=8.91

1.3) What is your rating of this course independent of the
effectiveness of the instructor?

Failing Excellent
n=36 av.=8.47


